Space Bag

Triple Your Storage Space!
Compress • Protect • Organize

Vacuum-seal Storage Bag

- Bulky items stay compressed
- Patented one-way vacuum valve (Vacuum out the air)
- Durable multi-layer construction (No water, bugs, dirt, odors)
- "Sure-Zip" Slider (Easy to seal)
- Airtight/watertight "zipper"

Pack your clothing, bedding, gear – any items you want to pack and/or protect. Do not pack above the fill line.

Seal the "zipper" easily with the Sure-Zip™ slider. Our patented closure system ensures an airtight seal for ultimate protection.

Vacuum out the air using a vacuum cleaner. The patented one-way valve fits any vacuum hose.

Store in your garage, under bed, closet, almost anywhere.